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INTRODUCTION 
In two previous papers, [5] and [6], we proved the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite monomial group, and let N be a normal 
subgroup of G such that GIN is cyclic of prime order. Suppose that all proper 
sectitms of N are monomial. Then N is monomial if at least one of the 
following properties holds : 
1. lG/NI 74% 
2. Z(G) is not cyclic or Z(G)={l}, 
3. Z(N) is not cyclic or Z(N)={l}, 
4. G/02(G) is not isomorphic to an abelian S-group of type (28, 2), s > 1, 
and G/02(G) is not isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8. 
Moreover, for any given positive integer s we gave examples of monomial 
groups G, for which jG/N] = 2, N not monomial, all proper sections of N 
monomial, the centers of N and G not trivial and both cyclic, and for 
which G/02(G) is isomorphic to the abelian 2-group of type (28, 2). See 
theorem 3 of [6]. 
The purpose of this paper is to get rid of the remaining dihedral case. 
Notations, conventions, definitions are standard and can be found in [2], 
[3] and [5]. D, will be the dihedral group of order 2n. All groups in this 
paper are finite. 
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3 1. We now state and prove the theorem about the remaining 
dihedral case. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a monomial group, let N be a normal subgroup 
of G such that all the following properties are satisfied: 
1. [G/N1 =2, 
2. Z(G) and Z(N) are both cyclic and non-trivial, 
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3. All proper sections of N are monomial, 
4. G/02(G) is isomorphic to Da. 
Then N is mmomial. 
PROOF. Suppose on the contrary that N is not monomial. Then, 
following [4] and [5], we know that the Fitting subgroup P(N) of N is 
a ?&group and that E”(N) = Z(N)Fo, where 2(-8’s) C Z(N) C Z(G). Also we 
have found that CN(FO/Z(FO)) =B(N). F 0 is an extra special 2-group, but 
not dihedral. As N is not monomial, N is not nilpotent. So F(N/P(N))= 
=Ps(N)/F(N) is the non-trivial Fitting subgroup of N/P(N). Hence there 
exists some Sylow q-subgroup Q of Fs(N), Q some odd prime, such that 
Q acts non-trivially on F(N). From [4] we know that N acts irreducibly 
on Bs/Z(Fs) and trivially on Z(Fo). Look at [TO, Q]. Q acts non-trivially 
on PO, 80 [J’o, &I # (1) and PO D [Pa, Q] D 2(3’s). Following a theorem 
of Burnside we see that [J’s, QT#Z(Fo), G Q acts also non-trivially on 
$‘o/Z(Po). Further [PC,, Q] Cl N, what follows from PO& a N. Therefore 
Fo = [Fo, &I. Now !lh(Q)F(N)/F(N) = ‘2 NIF(N)(QF(N)/F(N))=NIF(N), 80 
tli?~(&)F(N) = N. As F(N) = C#‘o/Z(Fs)) I CN(PC,), we have C#‘O) =2(N). 
Hence N = IJZN(Q)Z(N)$‘o. Write N* = %N(Q)Z(N). Then N* n PO = Z(J’o) 
{this follows from the fact that N* n J’s 3 Z(F& N* n PO a FoN*=N, 
from the fact that PO does not normalize Q, and from the fact that N 
operates irreducibly on 1po/Z(J’o)). 
Thus we have: 
la. N=N*Fo, N* n&==Z(Fo)_CZ(N). 
lb. 8 = &QN@‘o)/CN(FO) = QW'W(N) is a normal Sylow q-subgroup of 
fl* = N*/CN(Po) = N*/Z(N), such that Fo= [Fo, 01. 
Now N admits a faithful non-monomial complex irreducible character 0 
such that ~[z(F~) = O(l)A, with 1 E Irr (Z(Fo)), 3, the unique non-trivial linear 
character of Z(Fo). In the situation of la) and lb) we build the semi- 
direct product fl*Fo. Notice now that there exists a unique character 
7 E Irr (PO) with q)z(~~) 3 1. By the structure of 8*, (more in particular 
fl*/Oz@*) is a cyclic 2-group), it follows that there exists a character 
@ E Irr (m*Fo) such that @IF, =);I. See [5] for the construction. Let 
Irr (N*IL) be the set of all irreducible characters c$* of N* such that 
+*Iz(q)) =+*pv. 
By a result of Dade there exists a 1- 1 correspondence between all 
characters d* E Irr (N*/n) and all characters C# E Irr (N) with #.z(F~) 3 R. 
Namely $* -++ 4 is determined by 
2. $(nf)=c#*(n)@(Cf), for all n E N*, f E Fo, 6 is the image of n in 
~V*=N*/CN(FO)=N*/Z(N). 
[The result 2) is proved in [l], using the properties la) and lb) mentioned 
above]. 
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Look at 19 E Irr (N) with Olq,=~; such a 13 exists as we know from [6]. 
Hence e(l)=di(l)=liIFo/Z(Fo)l=2~, say. Therefore the corresponding 
character f3* E Irr (N*) is linear. 
Up to now we have not yet involved the group G in our considerations, 
but now we will do so. We have Pz(N) a G, P(N) 4 G as Pz(N) and 
F(N) are characteristic subgroups of N. As done before, it is easy to 
see that 
3a. G = %G(&)F(N) = ‘%G(&)Z(N)FO= %G(&)Fo, with ‘%(&) n PO =Z(Fo), 
3b. %G(&) 2 C,(Fo) = Z@‘(N)) =2(N), 
3c. Fo= [F(N), &] = [Fo, &] is normal in G. 
{For the proof of 3c., notice that F(N)& 4 G}. 
Now G centralizes Z(Fo). Let G* be the group ‘%G(&)CG(FO). We have 
‘$&(&)CG(FO) 2 ‘ina > N*, and N* is a subgroup of index 2 in 
%G(Q)QGF0). S o we must have %G(&)CG(FO) = 9&(Q) =G*. Let 8* = 
= %d&)/CdF 0 and build the semi-direct product ~*Fo. By a theorem ) 
of Dade [l] there is an extension YE Irr (~*Fo) of 17 E Irr (Pa). Again, 
by Dade, there is a 1- 1 correspondence x* ++ x between all characters 
x* E Irr (G*lA) lying over 1 E Irr (Z(Fo)) and all characters x E Irr (G) for 
which &(F,,) =x(l)], given by 
4. ~(mg)=~*(m)Y(Eg), for all m E G*, gE Fo, Z is the image of m in 
G* = G*/CG(F~). 
NOW rV* = N*/.??(N) g N*Cc(Fo)/C G (F ) 0 , so we can View N* as a subgroup 
of G*. Therefore we can talk about yj&FO, and we can assume that this 
character is equal to the character @ E Irr (R*Fo) defined above. Now 
]G/NI =2, and using the monomiality of G, we conclude that IFELT (G). 
Let y= OG. We argue that the corresponding character y* E Irr (G*]12) is 
induced by V, where t9* E Irr (N*13L) is the corresponding (linear) character 
to 8 E Irr (N). Indeed, writing in short-hand y = y*Y, we have with 8 # 01, 
elG=y, e1 E II-I- (iv): 
But also p]~=y*]~* p[F*F,,=y*jN*@. By the l-l correspondence, the 
reducibility of y*IN* follows from the reducibility of YIN. Thus y*j~*= 
=e1*+e2*, et* E Irr (N*). But then f3+e1=e*@+e1*@=~l*@+~2*@= 
=Q~+QZ. Here ,el EIIT (N). Therefore O=ei (say). Hence O*=ei*. So 
indeed (O*)G*=y*. As 8* is linear, y* is a-dimensional. 
Now G contains a normal subgroup Ni, Ni #N, such that /G/Nil = 2, 
y = ,uG, ,u E Irr (Ni) and p monomial ; see [6]. Moreover Nr/Ni n N is of 
order 2. Just as we did it before, it can be shown that Nr* = !J~N~(&)CN~(FO) 
has the same properties la) and lb) with respect to Ni, as N* has with 
respect to N. In verifying this statement, one must recall that F& is a 
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normal subgroup of Nl. Observe here that Nr* C Nr n G*. But, as 
Nl $ G*=%G(&), we have the following formula: 
2~=~17,-,/Z(Po)~=~G*Po: G*[=IG: G*I=INl: (N1nG*)l< 
Q IN1: N1*l = IN1*Fo: N1*l = IFo: (N1* n To)1 = pQp(Fo)~ = 2m. 
Hence Nr* =Ni n G*. Again we can apply the 1 - 1 correspondence of 
Irr (Nr*]n) with Irr (N$). Build the semi-direct product Ni*Fs. Then 
there exists X E Irr (Ni*Fs) such that X]F~=~. As 
fll*=&*/CN,(PO) CZ Nl*cG(pO)/cG(~O), 
we can view Nr*Fo as subgroup of G*Fo. Therefore we may assume that 
!PIB*~F,,= X. We have for r E Irr (Nr), t* E Irr (Ni*) 
5. t = x*x, 
where the notation is clear now. As ,u( 1) = 2m, the corresponding character 
p* is linear, by X(1) = 2m. Just as we did it before we conclude that 
(p*)G* =p*. 
By the construction of N* we see that N* acts irreducibly on .Fs/Z(Fo). 
Now ,u = /3Nl, t9 linear, and j? an irreducible character of some subgroup 
H of Nr. By [6], Ni= HFo and thus Fs r) H n .Fs 3 Z(Po) implies 
H n PO a Nl. Now IFo/Z(F,-,)l=2m= I(H n J’o)/Z(FO)[, whence Nr* acts 
reducibly on Fa/Z(Po). Therefore we have the important property that 
Nl*#N*. 
Observe that G/P’s g G*/G* n Fo=G*/Z(PO). By [5], G/F0 must have 
a dihedral factor group of order 8, rG/T, such that T/F0 is of odd order. 
Now N* n Nr* is a normal subgroup of G* of index 4, whence containing 
N*‘Z(Fo). As I E Irr (Z(Fo)) has an extension 6* E Irr (N*]2), we have 
N*’ n Z(Fo) = (1). N*/Z(Fo) h as a normal Hall 2’-subgroup X/Z(Fo) such 
that N*/X E Ca. Thus N*’ g N*‘Z(FO)/Z(FO) and X 2 N*‘Z(Fo). Hence 
N*’ is of odd order. Since X/Z(Fo) is a characteristic subgroup of N*/Z(Fo), 
we have X a G* with G*/X E 04. Now X has a normal 2’-subgroup R 
such that IX/RI = 2. Hence R a G*. Moreover N*/R is abelian, as N*/X 
is cyclic of order 4. Therefore all subgroups of G* occurring in the next 
figure are normal subgroups of G*: 




__ N"' Z(Fo) __ W'o) 
As we have seen above, il has also an extension ,u* E Irr (Nr*]n). Therefore 
Nr*’ n Z(Fo) = {l}, Nr*/X s Cs XC&. So Nr*’ is of odd order. We split up: 
a) Let X/R 2 (G*/R)'. Is X/R= (G*/R)'=G*'RIR, then X 1 G*‘, con- 
trary to G*/X z 04. So X/R is properly contained in (G*/R)‘, whence 
G*‘RIR= (G*/R)‘= (NI* CT N*)/R is of order 4. Now IG*/Rl has order 16. 
Any group 2 with 121 = 16 and 12’/=4 has only one maximal subgroup 
which is abelian, and this subgroup is cyclic. Hence N*IR is cyclic and 
Nl*/R is non-abelian. Now X/R 4 NI*/R, so (X/R/ = 2 divides the order 
of (Nl*/R)‘= Nl*‘RIR. As Nl*‘R/R E Nl*‘/R n Nl*‘, we have found a 
contradiction to the odd order of Nl*‘. 
b) Let X/R $ (G*/R)‘. If N*/R is cyclic (of order 8), then immediately 
X/R C (G*/R)‘, with contradiction. Therefore X/R is a direct factor of 
the abelian group N*IR. Let y* be some linear character of N*/R, trivial 
on N*/R n (G*/R)‘, non-trivial on X/R. We can view y* as a linear 
character of N* itself as the case may be. It extends 1 E Irr (Z(F0)). Let 
0 E G*/R- N*/R. Then, for t E N*IR, we have: 
Now da-W1 E ((G*/R)’ n N*/R) -X/R, so G*/R, whence also G*, fixes y*. 
Let y E Irr (Nil) be the corresponding character to y*. If y is not monomial, 
then yG E Irr (G) and so (rG)* = (y*)G* E Irr (G*), contrary to the fact that 
G* fixes y*. So y is monomial. It is induced by some linear character 6 
of a subgroup Y of N with Y 2 Z(.B’o). Now Y n Fo is abelian, as 6 lies 
over A. Then y(l)=2m=lN: Yj>jB’~o: (Y n 3’0)/=1/mZ(Fo)I=2m. (Look 
at the extra-special structure of B’o!). Hence N = YFo, so N would not 
act irreducibly on Fo/Z(Po). This is the final contradiction, and therefore 
the proof of the theorem is complete. 
REMARK. Suppose we have a group G and a normal subgroup N of 
G such that G is monomial, jG/NI = 2, all proper sections of N monomial, 
the centers of G and N both not trivial and both cyclic, and G/02(G) 
is isomorphic to the abelian e-group of type (28, 2), s > 1. Then it is not 
always true that N is not monomial. For instance, look at the group 
G=C, xD3, N Cl G with N=C2 xC3. 
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